JOIN AS AN ASSOCIATION/GROUP OF COMPANIES MEMBER

As Belize’s leading Intermediary business organization, the value of the chamber lies in its ability to build meaningful business networks, to inform and educate our members so that they build better organizations, and to champion the causes that provide for a stable and development centered private enterprise eco-system.

When our members thrive, Belize thrives.

Our commitment to what we call the “Triple C” philosophy simply; to capacitate, to connect and to champion, focuses our activities and underpins our service offerings going forward. Whether you decide to join us as an Associate member or as a member of the President’s circle, your investment will allow you to engage the triple C philosophy to the extent you decide is necessary and conducive to the growth and development of your organization.

As an Association or Group of companies Member, you have the ability to join as one entity instead of a single member. This option is useful for organizations that have more than one business under its portfolio who wish to join as one integral unit instead of as separate members.
Association or Group of Companies Membership have the ability to choose from any level of entry, beginning at the levels: Signature, the Distinguished, and the President’s Circle and to be recognized and receive benefits according to the membership type level it has chosen. The value of the Association or Group of Companies Membership package is doubled that of the respective membership level. (eg. Association/Group of Companies Membership with Distinguished status is $1000.00 x 2 = $2000.00 BZD)

As an Association or Group of Companies Membership each membership can have up to five (5) businesses under one membership and each membership is afforded benefits that match the respective membership level they have chosen to apply for. All members of the Association are members of the Chamber.